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Items.As Dallas dives into a controversial plan to change the city's sign ordinance, we join Deborah
Grosvenor, one of the city's activists fighting to keep one of the oldest signs in Dallas history. This

week, we explore what is at stake. Deborah Grosvenor grew up in Dallas’ East Oak Cliff
neighborhood, and she knows how the city’s historic signs play a huge part in the community. As the
founder of the Pride in the Sign Alliance (PISA), she’s worked to preserve some of the oldest signs in
the city. It’s hard to choose just one sign from this history, but Grosvenor, who grew up on a farm,

chose her favorite to represent Dallas’ labor history. In 1939, a streetcar in the city made a detour to
make room for a parade for local President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s inauguration. As the streetcar was

moving through downtown, workers carried enormous portraits of the President and, in front of
them, banners celebrating the reelection of the first American president who was African American.

She remembers the moment as if it were yesterday, and that’s why she chose the photo she
featured as the cover image for her book, “The Pride in the Sign of Dallas.” But Grosvenor knows

things have changed a lot since her beloved streetcar scene, and she worries that the signs of the
city’s history are being lost as streets are redesigned. She says the changes are a problem because

older signs were made with craftsmanship and a vision that’s specific to each neighborhood.
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Subbed][360p] lakshay ". Download "Parasyte: The Maxim Complete (Episode 1-24) [English
Subbed][360p] lakshay Parasyte: The Maxim Complete (Episode 1-24) [English Subbed][360p]

lakshay ". Mar 29, 2019 Â· Watch Parasyte: The Maxim Complete (Episode 1-24) [English
Subbed][360p] lakshaySINGAPORE - In May last year, when Mr Patrick Loh Ah Soon, then deputy

minister of finance, first got wind that China had taken a unilateral move to move its currency from a
fixed exchange rate regime to a more flexible system, the then financial markets minister, Tharman

Shanmugaratnam, told him: "What we have here is not a temporary fluctuation". The foreign
exchange reserve system that Singapore has been operating for more than 30 years had been
predicated on a fixed exchange rate pegged to the value of the US dollar. But when the Federal

Reserve removed in May 2010 the peg that had been in place since 1979, the "dollar continued to
weaken and the exchange rate was no longer fixed", said Mr Tharman, now chairman of the

Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS). "So it became clear to us in Singapore that we had to deal
with this," he added. That was when the MAS stepped in by buying yuan-denominated securities to
bolster Singapore's forex reserves - but those were only there as a buffer, against any unexpected

movements in exchange rates. In August last year, the MAS resumed expanding its forex reserves by
buying more yuan-denominated securities to supplement the $50 billion it had acquired in June

2010, amounting to S$197 billion (S$161.7 billion) in total. The move by China - combined with the
Fed's tapering
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